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Abstract In the last years, the power industry in México has suffered the consequences of some mechanisms of
damage that reduce the efficiency in power generation. These mechanisms of damage originate problems in main
components as rotors, nozzle blades and others due to losses of pressure, high vibrations, erosion and corrosion. By
the type of work fluid, mixture of water-steam and brine rich in salts, geothermal turbines are in a high corrosion
environment. The main forms of damage caused by corrosion in a geothermal turbine are crevice corrosion and
pitting corrosion. The latter is a damage mechanism through which the useful life is affected. The blades of the last
stage in low pressure (LP) in the geothermal turbines are exposed to corrosion by environment and high load cycles
which cause failures by corrosion fatigue, crack initiation and crack propagations. In this work, a methodology for
the analysis of the failure by pitting corrosion and its consequences in its useful life was obtained. From the results, it
is possible to conclude that this corrosion may influence a mechanism of pitting corrosion, which precedence to
stress corrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue.
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1. Introduction
Different studies have been carried out on geothermal
turbine blades for early damage detecting and useful life
estimation [1]. Phenomena related aerodynamic instability
cause changes in amplitude of vibrations. This instability
produces failure by mechanical fatigue [2]. When the
frequency of this aerodynamic instability and, external
forces of excitation, coincide with one of the natural
frequencies of the blades or group of blades, a condition
known as resonance occurs affecting useful life of steam
turbines. The environment and the work flow where
energy is transformed present another two damage
phenomena; erosion and corrosion [3]. The corrosion is a
very costly damage mechanism that has a major impact on
the economies of turbomachinery. There are two types of
corrosion; mixed corrosion and localized corrosion. The
development of damage due to localized corrosion on
geothermal turbine surfaces involves complex interactions
between deposits and electrolyte films [4].
Different studies show that corrosion process in the
blades is induced by environment causing pit, local
deformation and finally fatigue cracks [5]. Pitting
corrosion or pitting is considered to be one of the main
degradation mechanisms for many metallic materials
subjected to corrosive environment. This corrosion
mechanics leads to the crack initiation, crack growth and

failure in stress corrosion cracking and under tensile stress
in corrosion fatigue in geothermal turbine blades in L-0
stages of low pressure (LP). Blades of last stages present
different problems that may contribute to the failure
process, but the limited operational lifetimes are primarily
attributed to corrosion pit, steam turbine corrosion and
deposits’ problems and solutions [6]. It is important for
the development to analyze this behavior and control these
mechanisms of degradation to create experimental and
numerical models [7]. Experimental and numerical models
are used to predict the damage and the useful life of
geothermal turbine blades [8,9].
The presence of corrosion pit reduces the fatigue life of
the blades. Some models and statistical approaches
provide an approximation of these types of damage
mechanics and in some cases make it possible to calculate
the useful life. In this work experimentally the corrosion
rate of 410 stainless steel (410 SS) in presence of cracks
and without crack as a function of time at different
temperatures was determined.
Numerical models to determine the stress intensity
factor were created and useful life was calculated. The
damage process calculation consists in four phases: pitting
nucleation, pit growth, short crack growth and long crack
[10,11,12].

2. Experimental Models
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The blades’ steel for this work was a martensitic grade
12% Cr-Steel. Table 1 shows the mechanical properties of
the 410 SS and Figure 1 shows the dimensions of the
specimen according to the specifications of the RB200
machine for fatigue[13]. These specimens were subjected
to fatigue, according to ASTM E 647-88a [14].
Table 2 shows the frequency values and loading cycles
to which the specimens were subjected to fatigue testing.
Material
type
410 SS

Table 1. Mechanical Properties 410 SS
UTS
0.2 %
Elongation
Reduction Area
Pa
Pa
689.47

551.58 E6

12

40

165

corrosion has been observed. After exposing the
specimens at 298°K, Figure 3 and 363°K during five days,
both specimens with and without corrosion products were
analyzed by SEM and was is possible to obtain values for
the modeling.

3. Modeling
The numerical, probabilistic and statistical models are
used when some damage processes are difficult to predict;
they assist to recreate some phenomena that would not be
possible in an experimental form and with these the useful
life of the mechanical components can be predicted. In the
present study, the damage processes were calculated when
aggressive environment leads the failure. The calculated
damage process consists in four phases: pitting nucleation,
pit growth, short crack growth and long crack [15,16].

3.1. Nucleation of Pitting (tpn)

Figure 1. Dimensions of the specimens in mm, Solidworks® [13,14]
Table 2. Frequency values and loading cycles specimens
Load N
Specimen
Frequency
Nf (Cycles)
1

28

5.0382 x 10 4 cycle

1.5

2

28

6.0216 x 10 4 cycle

1.5

The crack length was measured by means a Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) Figure 2 and Figure 3.

The first phase in the damage process depends on
factors such as: time, temperature, material, and current
potential. The pit nucleation is obtained from experimental
or physical observation of micrographs based on analysis
in order to estimate the probability of pits’ formation with
equation 1 [17]

Probability {p} = 0.725 p −2.41

(1)

where p can take values from 1...n, as a set of pits.
The morphology of the crack nucleating pits can be
approximated by equivalent semi- elliptical crack with a
depth of a b and a half-width of a. Figure 4 [18].

Figure 2. Dimension of the crack in the specimen

Figure 4. Semi elliptical crackSolidworks® [19]

3.2. Growth of Pitting
The electrochemical process was present in the second
phase where pits raised from localized corrosion. In this
phase the blades present pits in their surface. To estimate
the pit’s growth time it is necessary to consider the semi
elliptical shape. Table 3 shows deterministic values for
calculated the time for pitting growth with the equation 2
[17,19].
Figure 3. Dimension of the crack in the specimen after exposing

The presence of high content of sulfates and chlorides
makes the solution extremely corrosive, especially for 410
SS, in which the susceptibility to suffer localized

=
t pg

2π nFp

(Cci3 − Co3 ) e
3MI po K

∆H

RT

(2)
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Where cci is the critical size leading to crack nucleation
and c0 is the initial pit size. Equation 4 indicates the
growth time of the bite which depends on the set of pits in
the surface of the blade.

The total fatigue life may be represent by the following
equation [17]

tf =

Table 3. Deterministic variables
Variable
Values
Density (g/m3)

ρ=7.8 103

Valence

n=3

Molecular weight (g)

M=55.5 10-3

Faraday’s constant (C/mol)

F=96514

Activation Energy (kJ/mol)[15]

∆H=31 103

Universal gas constant (J/mol K)

R=8.314

Temperature (K)

T=363.15

Applied stress (MPa)

∆S=834

Frequency (cycles)

f=28

Stress concentration factor

kt=3

Short crack growth exponent[14]

msc=3.40

Long crack growth exponent[14]

mlc=3.40

Specified critical crack size (m)

af=1 10-2

Variable
Pitting
(days)

2

( 2 − msc ) f sc

2.2 Kt ∆σ msc

π

tpn= 5 *24 *602
Ip0 = (k+1)6.5*10
c0 = a0 = 2*10
csc=5*10

Normal
-5

-6

-12

Normal
Normal
Normal

cth=1*10-3

Normal

clc=5.11*10-12

Normal

The total fatigue crack life is represented by the sum of
these four phases [17]

t f = t pn + t pg + t sc + t lc

(3)
2 msc
msc + 4

(4)

The time for growth of short crack is given by equation
5 [17].

tsc

time

Material constant for short
crack growth (MPa√m)[18]
Transition size for short
crack to long crack (m)
Material constant for long
crack growth (MPa√m)

da
= Csc (∆K )msc
dN

Cp
Φ
) mcs + 4 (
)
2π Csc f
1.12 Kt Δσ π

nucleation

Initial pit size (m)

Microstructural processes are present on the third phase.
The fracture mechanics play an important role on this
phase. The Law of Paris is used to calculate the time of
the short crack growth. However, the parameters involved
are random variables dependent on experimental data.
Therefore the short crack growth can be expressed by the
following equations 3 and 4 [17]

Cci = (

(8)

602 24

Table 4. Random variables for corrosion fatigue life
Value
Distribution

Pitting current constant (C/s)

3.3. Short Crack Growth

2

t pg + tsc + tlc + t pn

msc
 1− msc
1−
a 2 −C 2
ci
 th


(9)

Where tpn is the time for pit nucleation, tpg is the time
for pit growth, tsc is the time for short crack growth y tlc is
the time for long crack growth. The four phases are based
on deterministic variables which were calculated from
experimental tests and the random variables were obtained
from the method of the First-Order Reliability Method
(FORM) and Second-Order Reliability Method (SORM).
The probability of failure can be expressed as:

P=
P ( t f − t < 0=
) Pf ( t f ≤ t )
f

(10)

4. Results
The Figure 5 shows the mesh of crack and Figure 6
shows the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) in the specimens
according to size of the crack. This data is used in the
calculation of the time in the long crack growth. The
maximum results is Kmax = 12.4 MPa*√m. Figure 7 shows
the SIF at different cracksizes.


 . (5)



3.4. Long Crack Growth
In the long crack growth the stress intensity factor, SIF,
is the most important value for crack propagation. The
fatigue crack propagation can be calculated with Paris´s
law, equation 8 [17].

da
= C ∆K m
dN

(6)

The time for long crack growth is expressed equation 7 [17]

tlc

1−

2

( 2 − mlc ) fClc( Kt ∆σ

π )mlc

(a f

mlc
2

1−

− ath

Where af is the specific critical size for corrosion.

mlc
2 )

(7)

Figure 5. Mesh of crack, ANSYS®

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the SIF for different
crack sizes and different tests with the same data. Figure 8,
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the useful life in days with a
result of 39.4 days. The mean, standard deviation and
covariance are different. Through these results is possible
to observe that in the Figure 6, the randomness is lower
than that observed in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Thissituation
shows a betterresult.
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Figure 9. Time / Days.

Figure 6. Stress Intensity Factor of the specimens, ANSYS®

Figure 7. Different sizes of the crack

Figure 10. Time / Days.

Figure 11. Relation between Temperature and Days until the failure

Figure 8. Time / Days.

The Figure 11 shows the relation between temperatures
in the geothermal turbine versus days until the failure. The
growth in failure probability as a function of load cycles
and temperature is shown for single site damage. The
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Figure 12 shows the effect of scatter (coefficient of
variation, COV) of the two variables on the corrosion
fatigue life.
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